
DATE: ____________________ NAME: _________________________________

1} Farmer Tice used a  ________________  to move the heavy stove.

2} We used a rope and a ________________ to lift the heavy safe into the window.

3} Farmer Tice needed a  ________________ in order to pry-open the barn door.

4} The electrical components were fused together with _________________.

5} Farmer Tice uses a big _________________ to clean out the barn.

6} Farmer Tice used a _______________ to make sure the barn door was  straight and level.

7} A ________________ is a useful instrument for drawing or testing  right angles.

8} Farmer Tice uses a _________________ to sharpen his tools.

9} A ___________ is a round, wooden pin that is used to fasten two pieces of wood together.

10} A ______________ is a tool that has jaws for gripping nuts & bolts,  or pieces of pipe.

11} A device for gripping or fastening things together: _________________

12} Farmer Tice used a _____________ to break up the concrete walkway.

13} ______________ are handy tools for holding, bending, or cutting wire.

14} Farmer Tice used his ________________ to cut timber with.

15} Before setting the screws in, you better ________________ some holes.

16} The legs of the table were shaped on a _________________.

17} A small ax with a short handle is called a _________________.

18} The blacksmith used a _____________ to pound the horseshoe into shape.

19}  Farmer Tice used a ___________________ to cut through the metal bolts.

20} A ______________ is used to hold firmly an object that is being worked on.

21} A sculptor uses it in shaping marble; a sharp, metal cutting tool: __________

22} A ______________ is a hand tool with a sharp blade that is used  to smooth

wood surfaces, or to make them flat or level. 

23} A __________ is a steel tool with a rough surface used in smoothing, shaping, & cutting. 

24} Farmer Tice removed the spark plugs from his tractor with a _____________.

25} Farmer Tice used a Philips _______________ to remove the back of his  television set.

CLAMP,    WRENCH,    SLEDGEHAMMER,   PLIERS,    MALLET,    CHISEL,    

GRINDER,   DOWEL,   PULLEY,    FILE,    DRILL,     PLANE,    SCREWDRIVER,    AX,

SQUARE,    HACKSAW,  SHOVEL,    RATCHET,    HATCHET,   DOLLY,    LATHE,

SOLDER,   CROWBAR, VISE,   LEVEL.
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ANSWERS:  FARMER TICE -- TOOLS

1. dolly  2. pulley  3. crowbar  4. solder  5. level  6. shovel  7. square  8. grinder  9. dowel  10. wrench  11. clamp

12. sledgehammer  13. pliers  14. ax  15. drill  16. lathe  17. hatchet  18. mallet  19. hacksaw  20. vice  21. chisel

22. plane  23. file  24. ratchet  25. screwdriver


